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Progressive teaching approaches
initiated by Western educators and
based on interactive methods,
group work, and the development
of critical and creative thinking,
are being widely popularized in
Armenia. Many institutions are
involved in their implementation, in
teacher retraining, and in printing
various manuals. The effect,
however, is almost negligible.

Despite all their efforts and
financial investments, despite
thousands of retrained teachers,
interactive approaches have too
little influence upon Armenian
schools. The implementation of
new approaches is often desulto-
ry, and the efforts of teachers
remain fragmented and superficial.
In teaching, “traditional” methods
left from the Soviet times prevail;

it is sobering to remind ourselves
that these methods were devised
not to develop students as free
individuals, but to mold them into
Soviet citizens, into builders of an
authoritarian state.

In this article, I will try to
analyze why efforts toward the
implementation of new educational
approaches remain ineffective in
Armenia, and suggest how the
situation can be improved. This
means I’m not going to address
the effectiveness of the education-
al approaches themselves, but
rather the efficiency of their
implementation in Armenian
schools. (There are plenty of
examples of schools and even
whole educational systems around
the world where these approaches
work successfully and I’ve

Why Nothing Changes
in Armenia’s Schools
and What Can Be Done About It:
A Reformer’s View

already featured such examples in
Thinking Classroom/Peremena––
see Madoyan, 2005). My analysis
will be based on considering the
motivational factors in reforming
education. Thus, the main purpose
of the article is not to criticize
weaknesses (which are abundant
in every educational system,
including the most progressive
ones), but to search for motiva-
tional levers that could increase the
impact of ongoing reforms.

When trying to provide an
explanation for resistance to
innovations within an educational
system, it’s good first to look into
why and how their realization at the
state level and at the school level
are going on. The question why?
(concerned with motivation)
seems to me as important as how?
(addressing the methods of insti-
gating change), since the initial
motivation actually determines the
reform policy of the authorities
and the behavior of all participants
in the system.

Motives for innovative efforts
at the state level
We can name two main reasons
for the reform policy of the
Ministry of Education. These are:
the internal reason—a decline of
educational standards in the post-
Soviet period; and the external
one—the need to integrate with
the educational space of devel-
oped countries. The first one is
no doubt important; however, we
know from experience that such a
reason is not sufficient for
launching fundamental reforms in
education. For years—though
admitting a perceptible decrease
in students’ knowledge—we have
been trying to solve the problem
by local half-measures. For
example, in the mid 1990s,
striving to enhance the prestige of
the school-leaving certificate, we
introduced a new format for final
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examinations: the school-leavers’
knowledge was to be rated by
special ministerial commissions.
In the public’s opinion this was
equal to accusing schools of
incompetence or accepting bribes.
The result was absolutely con-
trary to the expectations, so two
years later the “innovation” was
cancelled and forgotten for good.

Now we have to admit that the
current reform policy of the
ministry is determined primarily
by the external reasons. The
major stimulus of reform is
foreign investments—multi-
million-dollar long-term programs
of the World Bank. They have
provided for a field of operations
and “material interest” at many
levels, from teachers involved in
various projects, to the ministry
functionaries coordinating these
projects. Of course, the assump-
tion is that positive long-term
changes in the content of teach-
ing, and in the application of new
and progressive methods, will
result from this kind of reform.
However, such a motivational
basis is fraught with negative
consequences: when the true
purpose of reform activities is
connected with fulfilling obliga-
tions to investment programs
instead of with real improvement
to the quality of education, all
work is primarily aimed at achiev-
ing those results and indices
which please the investors.

Here is one example. Our
educational reform contemplates an
extensive, large-scale implementa-
tion of interactive teaching methods
in all Armenian schools within four
years. (I wonder if any other
national educational system has
ever been assigned such an im-
mense task?) We need to retrain all
teachers of all disciplines, without
exception. How to meet the dead-
lines, to provide the needed pace
and numbers? The answer is ready:

pared-down and simplified)
retraining courses for teachers.
Ideally, these courses should be
made available for whole teaching
staffs.

Motives for innovations at the
school level
Considering the reasons and nature
of the school’s interest in reform-
ing the teaching/learning process,
let us not forget that for school
administrators, teachers, and
students, these reasons are likely to
be completely different.

School administrator
In most cases the school policy is
largely determined by the principal,
whose innovative activity depends
on two circumstances: first, on the
extent of the principal’s own
competence and  knowledge of
new teaching methods; and sec-
ond, on the principal’s administra-
tive conceptions and vision of the
best choices for the future of the
school (or maybe for the princi-
pal’s own future).

Among almost 1,500 Armenian
school principals, no more than
60 (or 4 percent) are to some
extent familiar with new ap-
proaches. These are people who
participated in various training

Rafael Madoyan is the Principal
of school 177, named after

 G.. Starovoitova,  in Yerevan, Armenia.

the accelerated retraining will be
based on a “chain reaction”
principle. One or two foreign
experts give an intensive 10-day
retraining course on new teaching
methods to about 30 selected
teachers. These newly prepared
trainers conduct similar 10-day
courses for their colleagues,
teachers of their particular disci-
pline. Their “students” in their
turn, use the same 10-day pattern
to retrain the entire pedagogical
community within a year.

The plan is perfect in a way—
however, the resulting “chain”
risks transmitting to participants
only separate teaching tech-
niques, while the methodological
principles that underpin them are
practically ignored. Moreover,
with such an en masse approach,
the teacher-trainers have little
chance to see whether their
trainees have really mastered the
material. Subsequent lesson
observations or further support
of each teacher are components
all too frequently omitted. The
allotted time is not enough even
for overcoming the initial nega-
tive attitude to innovations,
which is so typical of experi-
enced teachers at the beginning
of the retraining period. Innova-
tive methods—like, for instance,
the Step By Step interactive
teaching approach for elementary
school—take root more or less
successfully only in those
schools whose principals have
gone through a complete course
of training together with their
teachers and who have recog-
nized the advantages of the new
approach, as well as the com-
plexities of its implementation.
To turn the innovations to our
real advantage, we need to realize
the ultimate goal of the contem-
plated changes, give up the
deceptive en masse policy, and
offer complete (as opposed to
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innovative training and are them-
selves trainers in new educational
approaches. Unfortunately, there
are only about 20 such schools in
Armenia—but even so, they
provide an example of successful
reform for the others.

Teacher
The interactive learning approaches
adopted by Step By Step and
inherent in the multiple intelligences
theory (Gardner, 1983, 1999) imply
free development of the child and
consideration of an individual child’s
thinking and perception, without
forced training or prohibitive
treatment. Such an approach
(although its names may differ from
country to country) has long since
gained a foothold in leading schools
in different parts of the world.
Meanwhile, in Armenia its applica-
tion has not been entirely success-
ful. Some teachers, having tried it,
returned to the old proven methods,
saying that “besides the free learn-
ing, we still need to teach the
curriculum.” True, there are enthu-
siasts who do not want to give up
the new approaches, but the results
of their work are not always satis-
factory. Their students are supposed
to develop free creative thinking and
the ability to solve any sort of
problem independently. As a rule,
these children demonstrate free
behavior both in class and out of
school—but may learn to read,
write, and count rather late. No
wonder many parents are dissatis-
fied. We have to admit that a
teacher’s skill lies not simply in
applying a method, but in gaining the
best results through its application.
For that the teacher will have to
think over and plan systematic work
with the class and with each student

sessions of IREX, ACCELS, Step
By Step, or RWCT programs1.
Often the same enthusiasts
participate in all these training
sessions, whereas the others
continue to oppose any innova-
tive trends. It reminds me of a
conversation I had with one
school principal. Knowing me to
be a supporter of innovations, he
once asked me, “Is it true that
these new methods say you
mustn’t correct your students’
mistakes?” To which I replied,
“Not exactly mustn’t, but a child
should have a chance to get to
the truth without anybody’s
help.”“That’s it!” he responded,
brightening. “I’ve always known
this foolishness is not for our
school. How can a teacher keep
silent when a child says that two
plus two is five?”

That’s the level of compe-
tence typical of many of our
school administrators. This does
not make them inclined to turn
their minds to the new meth-
ods—all the more so as these
methods demand great intellectu-
al, physical, and material strain,
often with no guarantee of
appreciable immediate feedback.

New motivators for reforming
school education in my country
began to appear three years ago,
when important changes in the
system of school financing were
introduced: in the new system,
funds are distributed to schools
according to the number of
students. Concerned with the
condition of their school budget,
administrators are ready to do
whatever they can in order to
draw more students to their
schools. In addition, the past three
years have shown populist meth-
ods to be ineffective. For example,
when some private and state
schools make attendance at class
an option, rather than a require-
ment, the numbers of high-school
students grow insignificantly,
while elementary and middle
classes in the same schools rapidly
reduce in numbers. As a result,
dozens of schools that failed to
provide the needed attendance
figures have been closed.

As for the schools with no
shortage of learners, these may
roughly be divided into three types:
 Traditionally prestigious or

“elite” schools
  Schools with strict manage-

ment and rigid discipline
 Innovative schools.

In general, innovative schools
whose principals are competent in
the new teaching methods and
approaches cope successfully with
the annual problem of enrolling
first-graders. Among these schools,
the most attractive for young
learners and their parents are Step
By Step schools that implement
new approaches beginning with the
youngest age level. As a rule, the
principals of such schools are
people who have participated in

1 IREX—International Research & Exchanges Board, an international non-profit organization under whose auspices numerous innova-
tive educational programs in the newly formed democratic countries are realized; ACCELS—the American Councils for International
Education, a non-profit organization working to advance education and international exchange; “Step By Step”—an international non-
governmental organization promoting early childhood education based on democratic principles; and RWCT—Reading and Writing for
Critical Thinking, an international educational program, focused on the development of critical thinking.
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for every day and for the whole
year. The teacher needs to carefully
schedule each lesson, to elaborate
daily assignments, and to prepare
didactic materials, taking into
consideration individual abilities and
levels. It is a huge task in which
preparation and reflection can take
more of the teacher’s time than the
lesson itself. What can entice
teachers into working like that, if the
administration does not expect them
to, and parents do not even suspect
that this kind of teaching exists?

To answer this question, let us
look into the general motives that
propel teachers. In 2005, a group
of school principals working within
one of the IREX programs under-
took a survey of Armenian school-
teachers. What follows are the
results obtained across the Avan
community (six secondary schools
with about 380 teachers, 263 of
whom completed questionnaires).

The data analysis has shown
that the teachers, on average, are
about 50—an age when, for many
individuals, career ambitions and
creative aspirations are on the

decline, while years of teaching
make them suspicious of any
innovations (as they seem to
challenge or diminish the value of
their teaching experience). Material
interest remains the main incentive
for most of them (73%)—which
implies that without material
stimulation it may be problematic
to convince them of the need to
modify their teaching.

The very low salaries paid to
Armenian schoolteachers ($30 per
week for 22 hours) make them
search for additional income.
Most teachers give private lessons
to underachievers or to graduates
who are preparing for university
entrance (which means the
teachers stand to profit if their
students don’t do well, as they
can then offer them additional
tutoring at a fee). Others, usually
the most conscientious workers,
try to solve their financial prob-
lems by taking an extra academic
load. However, one can hardly
expect creative aspirations from a
teacher who has 30 contact hours
a week. In fact, we must be

grateful if such hard-working
teachers come to their lessons on
time, check home assignments,
and don’t forget to grade their
students’ work.

For a considerable proportion
of teachers (23%) teaching
offers a desired social status and
public respect, provided they
cope with their responsibilities
and their associates are pleased
with their work.

There are also enthusiasts
(31%), for whom active creative
work is a powerful stimulus in
itself. These teachers are usually
good at mastering new approach-
es and at awaking students’
interest and activity. However,
mere enthusiasm alone—without
material stimulation—is an unreli-
able basis for stable development;
one cannot seriously count on it.
It is worth noting that these
teachers carried out the greater
part of innovative work in Arme-
nian schools between 1998 and
2004, when IREX and OSI
educational programs supported
their activity financially.

1 For these questions, the respondents could select more than one answer
2 The underline means that the principals of respective schools also have an RWCT certificate

Table 1     Survey results for the Avan community school teachers

What is the share of
certified RWCT teach-
ers in your school?2

What were the reasons for
your becoming a teacher?1

Are you financially
secure?1

What is your teaching
experience (in years)

Material interest

No alternative em-
ployment

Love for profession

Social status and
public respect

Family tradition

Random choice

73%

49%

31%

23%

  3%

  2%

4%

44%

32%

56%

15%

0%

0–3

3–10

10–20

20–30

30–40

more than 40

80%

15%

4%

4%

0%

0%

1%

8%

21%

35%

32%

0%

Pros and Cons

We are well off

More or less

We live on my
salary

We barely make
both ends meet

We are hard up

We are destitute
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The analysis of the survey data
reveals the determinative role of
administration (the principal) in the
school’s innovative policy. In fact,
the majority of teachers of schools
with a 0 percent certification rate
have never heard about RWCT,
while 4 percent of certified teachers
in a school  is, in reality, no more
than two or three people. Obviously,
only a school principal who is
competent in progressive teaching
methods and ready to support
innovations will be able (using the
available levers of material and
moral incentive) to involve all the
staff in the innovative process.

However, no moral or material
incentives will guarantee effective
reform without serious and
systematic work by teachers on
themselves, on their own personal
development. Long years of
ideological dictatorship and strictly
regulated teaching have developed
stereotyped thinking in many
teachers. Taking it for granted that
they “know everything,” they have
lost the ability to listen to each
other and to their students. Once
during an RWCT workshop in
Ashtarak, trying to evoke partici-
pants’ interest, I asked teachers of
local schools to name the criteria
of an effective lesson. More
precisely, I asked every participant
to name just one criterion without
any comments. In the resulting
response, most teachers spoke for
seven or eight minutes (until I
stopped them), trying hard to
emphasize their pedagogical skills
and the effectiveness of their
classes. The question is whether
they had even heard the assign-
ment. One of the major results of
the first RWCT training sessions
for teachers and school principals
was the development of critical
thinking and the ability to listen.
Aiming to implement new educa-
tional approaches, it is worth
remembering that in order to
impart critical and analytical

check their knowledge. Of course,
the examination is not a cure-all and
it could even be abandoned alto-
gether—but only if some other
factors stimulating learners’ perfor-
mance are at work. I know from
experience that the best stimuli for
students’ interest and activity lie
within innovative educational
approaches, based on interactive
and group learning.

How to make school
education more effective?
From the foregoing it follows that,
in order to increase the effectiveness
of learning in Armenian schools, we
need at the state level to give up
large-scale, impractical projects and
to direct the efforts to well-thought-
out fundamental reforms. At the
school administration level, we need
to raise the school principals’
competence in new teaching meth-
ods and approaches. At the teacher
level, we should provide material
and moral encouragement to
innovative teachers, and develop
their creative and critical potential.
At the student level, we need to
create conditions supporting
students’ interest in both the
content and process of learning. Is
there a strategy that would incor-
porate all these requirements? In
Armenia, we have not yet found it,
but the search continues—at all
levels. I believe that one positive
option is profiled education,
wherein all students, beginning
from the fifth grade (11-year-
olds), have an opportunity to
choose disciplines and courses
that would form the basis for their
further education.

Since the advantages of
profiled learning have long been
known, it has many supporters,
including experienced officials of
the Armenian Ministry of Educa-
tion and Science. Nevertheless,
today only a few schools in
Armenia are authorized to offer
this kind of choice, and that to

thinking to our students, we should
first be able to think critically and
analytically ourselves.

Student
The central and most important
element of the whole educational
system is the student. Are our
students interested in reforming
their school learning? Certainly they
have the most at stake. We have to
admit that our current schooling
system fails to provide for the
comprehensive development of our
children, nor does it foster all the
skills and abilities they will need in
their future lives. In many schools
today, you will find quite a few
capable students whose academic
achievements leave much to be
desired. The explanation is very
simple: requirements, excessive
home assignments in all disciplines,
boring and unnecessary subjects—
and all that with so many tempta-
tions around! Why strain to remem-
ber the kinks of German grammar,
the derivatives of the logarithmic
and exponential functions, or the
dates of historic military campaigns,
if you know for sure these will soon
be forgotten because you will never
use them in the future? A merely
good grade, ensuring the realization
of the parents’ ambitions and
promotion to the next level is,
usually, an insufficient stimulus.

Moreover, we make the situation
even worse by not carefully think-
ing through the implications of
policy decisions. Beginning in 2007,
a new system of final examinations
is being introduced in Armenia. For
those school-leavers who are not
going to enter a university, examina-
tions will be considerably reduced
and simplified. This measure will
eliminate still another stimulus for
learning: We can hardly expect the
students to perform their best when
they find the learning process
uninteresting and the content
irrelevant, and when they know in
advance that no one is going to

Pros and Cons
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their high school students only.
“From the scientific and pedagog-
ical point of view, differential
learning should be considered
appropriate and effective, begin-
ning with the middle school. Our
individual abilities become appar-
ent already in early childhood and
have certain polarity, be they
hereditary or acquired. . . . One
of the main tasks of the school
should be creating favorable
conditions for revealing and
developing students’ abilities,
interests and gifts” (Ananyan,
2004, p. 150).

I am most positive that
profiled learning may become an
effective motivational lever in
reforming secondary school
education, as it provides more

should be relevant to their age
level and provide the greatest
possible diversity. The children
are able to select subjects accord-
ing to their interests and study
them in profile training groups, at
the same time learning compulso-
ry general education subjects in
their regular classes. For this
pattern to be effective, school
administrators will have to pro-
vide special “hours of profile
training” in the school time-table,
when all teachers will be free
from class teaching and available
to work with profile groups.

Since September 1, 2006, this
model has been introduced (by
way of experiment) in school 177
(Yerevan). The list of subjects we
offer to our students is not all-

choice to students and more
opportunities for teachers to
realize their professional poten-
tial. The profiled education
model, which is new to Armenia,
works as follows: Students
receive the minimum amount of
compulsory training defined by
the curriculum requirements for
their level. The rest of the
learning time—both compulsory
hours exceeding this appointed
minimum and the hours allotted
for the study-group work—is
devoted to profiled training.
Thus, the share of student-
selected courses grows, while
the total weekly load for the
students remains the same. The
subjects and courses for profiled
training offered to the students

Pros and Cons

Table 2    Profile courses in school 177, Yerevan, Armenia

 5          6           7   8      9         10
Subjects

Grades

 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

World Literature
Mathematics
Physics
Computer Science and Programming
Foreign Language/Russian
Foreign Language/English
Foreign Language/German
Natural Sciences
History and Geography
Economics
Law
Psychology
Applied Arts/Painting and Modeling
Aesthetics
Singing/Voice-Training
Music/Piano
Cooking
Sewing
Sports/Basketball
Sports/Acrobatics

 Number of selected subjects

   2         2           2          3      3           3
   3        3            3         3             4           4
                            3  3             3           3
   3        3            3         3             3         3
   3        3           3  3             3         3
   3        3           3  3             3         3
   3        3           3  3       3         3
   2        2           3  3       3         3
   3        3           3  3       3         3
                                        2       3         3
                                        2       3         3
                                        2       3         3
   3         3           3  3       3          3
   2        2           2  2       2         2
   2        2           2  1       1         1
   3        3           3  3       3         3
   3        3           3  3       3         3
   3        3           3  3       3         3
   3        3           3  3       3         3
   3        3           3  3       3         3

   2        2           3   3       3         3

  Hours of profile courses per week
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embracing, of course: It is deter-
mined by the school’s material and
human resources. In grades 5 and
6, students select two profile
courses, in senior grades, three.
However, the children acquire a
real opportunity to choose:

It should be noted that the profile
courses do not repeat the subjects
taught in the required classes: These
groups are not meant for struggling
students, but for a deeper study of
compulsory subjects or entirely new
disciplines. At the end of the school
year students get credits for the
courses they have studied. In view
of students’ immaturity, the whole
system should be flexible enough so
that an unhappy choice would not
entail long-term consequences for a
child. To this end, class teachers
will advise students and their
parents at the beginning of the
school year, and during the year
students will have the right to
change the course.

The suggested model is not
new, in fact it is close to the credit
system popular in many countries.
In this system, in order to be
promoted to the next grade,
students need to accumulate a
certain number of credits (points),
which means that they have
acquired a certain amount of
knowledge about the subjects
they’ve studied during the year.
There are compulsory subjects,
(typically language, mathematics,
natural sciences, history—usually
not less than two thirds of the
total required), and elective
subjects, each having specific
credit value. Similarly, in our
system the total amount of hours
for profiled training is limited on
one hand by the maximum allow-
able weekly academic load, and on
the other by the appointed mini-
mum of general education hours.

If the work in a profiled school
is properly organized, the results

sphere of teaching content and
methods, will provide the shortest
way to higher quality of school
education, at least, in Armenia.

Conclusion
Modern society needs to provide
an education that will prepare
citizens for democracy: citizens
who are competent, informed,
possessing necessary skills, and
capable of making responsible
decisions. All of us—ministry
officials, teachers, and school
principals—can either contribute
to the construction of such an
educational system or hamper its
progress. If we want to achieve
appreciable results as soon as
possible, we should give up large-
scale experiments that result in
aimless expenditure of funds and
time and a negative reaction from
the public; instead we should
empower schools to make inde-
pendent decisions on the use of
teaching methods and the man-
agement of the teaching/learning
process, and we should support
local innovative efforts aimed at
improving the quality of educa-
tion. When the innovative policy
of progressive schools yields
appreciable results, the public
rating of these schools will grow,
and their positive experience will
be acknowledged and adopted by
other schools.
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can be quite significant. We expect
the following positive changes:

 Maximum development of
students’ creative abilities
beginning with middle school,
due to the choice of profile
subjects according to their
inclinations;

 Individualized approaches to
teaching/learning;

 Better academic achievement
in compulsory subjects, since
the most difficult and special-
ized topics are studied by
profile groups;

 Growing numbers of strong
students, including potential
winners of various contests,
due to early and continuous
profiled training;

 Early vocational orientation,
promoting students’ interest in
learning the selected subjects;

 More interest in learning even
by backward students, due to
an opportunity to choose
subjects corresponding to
their level and abilities;

 An alternative to private
lessons, growth of attendance
in high school;

 General improvement of
academic achievement and
discipline at school, due to
increased motivation of
students.
In addition, profiled learning

implies that students can choose
not only subjects, but also teachers.
A teacher’s negligence or incompe-
tence will very soon affect his or
her professional rating, eventually
leaving the teacher without stu-
dents. This is where real (and very
material) interest in professional
growth, mastering new methods,
and raising the efficiency of
teaching appears!

I believe that such optimization
of the teaching/learning process
inside the school, combined with
considered innovative policy in the
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